MowA®: A simple and economic way of monitoring chronic wounds outcome with your mobile devices.
The treatment of skin ulcers of the lower extremities is a difficult challenge for surgeons as demonstrated in the literature 1,2. Furthermore objective monitoring of skin ulcers represts an important necessity for the plastic surgeon who has to update the treatment over time. In the past we had to write about systems and applications designed to catalog and manage digital libraries 3, so we have gone looking for a system to catalog and manage date related skin in ulcers. I present an application for mobile devices that allows to calculate , evaluate and analyze, the both surface area and tissue quality of skin ulcers m in a fast and practical way. The application is called "Mowa®"and it is available both for Apple and Android devices. Often we have to treat chronic injuries to the skin for several weeks and the evaluation needs to takes place in a periodic manner. An important problem for a surgeon, in the treatment of chronic wounds of the skin, is to evaluate the effectiveness of the cure in terms of "reduction of the lesion" and "quality of tissue". That is, it would be useful having s way to assess the size(area) of the wound an quality if tissues inside the lesion. This would make it objectively easier to measure the progress if the treatment in the past there have been many proposed systems 4-6. We tried in the past, to use theVisa-track system (smith & Nephew) with good outcomes, but this is limited because it can be used by a single patient at atime. The need to find a more affordable way led us to experience Mora application in our devices. This simple application allows, through a photograph, to quantify in quare centimeters the surface of the lesion. Furtermore Mowa® provides a system for detecting the fibrin percentage of granulation and necrotic tissue. The analysis of the chronic lesion of the skin is also completed by the insertion of the main characteristics of the qound, for esample, the exudate (in small quantities,moderate or a lot). The suspicion of infection, bleeding and the depth of the lesion. The application also offers a treatment algorithm based in the data entered and follows the EPUAP and NPUAP guidelines 7. Once the assessment of chronic skin lesion takes place, it is possible to produce a PDF or JPEG file with photography and the characteristics of the wound.The producted files can be shared via email. The use of this simple application is of interest to those surgeons who want a quick way to evaluate in size and percentage skin ulcers. The ability to store and search Ptients data in a fast and practice way is the strongest point of this application. Through this application you can monitor and compare both size and outcome of chronic wound over time, When using the applicatiom, if you want, there is need to include any sensitive information relates to the patients, No author has economic interest and financed by the the advertising of this application.